Topographic and Geological Map Series

**NOTE:** For all products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options. Please reference the product title or product number (e.g., 18-02-001) in your message.

Guatemala: Topographic maps

18-02-001
**Guatemala 1:50,000 (E754)**
Instituto Geográfico Nacional (Guatemala). 259 sheets. Published 2009. Legend in English and Spanish. Contours 10-20 m, 5 colors, international, first order admin boundaries, detailed road, railroad, hydrography, and vegetation. Full country coverage. 61 x 76 cm.

Mexico: Geology—Maps

18-02-002
**Carta geológico-minera**

Soloman Islands: Topographic maps

18-02-003
**Soloman Islands 1:50,000 (X715)**
Government of Australia (for Soloman Islands). 124 sheets. Published 2006-2007. In English. Contours 20 m, international, first, and second order boundaries, detailed roads, hydrography, vegetation. Full country coverage. 89 x 73 cm or smaller.

Syria: Topographic maps

18-02-005
**Syria 1:50,000**
al-Mu’assasah al-‘Ammah lil-Misahah. 1:50,000 scale. 123 sheets. Published 1983-1996. In Arabic. Index contours 50 m plus suppl, boundaries, detailed roads, hydrography, vegetation. 66 x 64 cm.

Tonga: Topographic maps

18-02-006
**Kingdom of Tonga 1:50,000 topographic map**
Ministry of Lands, Survey & Natural Resources (Tonga). 10 sheets. Published 2008. In English. Contours 20 m plus suppl, detailed road, hydrography, vegetation. Full country coverage. 81 x 114 cm.

Zimbabwe: Topographic maps

18-02-007
**Zimbabwe scale 1:250,000**
Surveyor-General, Zimbabwe. 31 sheets. Published 1975-1995. In English. Contours 100 m, relief tints, color, international, admin district boundaries, details roads, railroads, hydrography. Full country coverage. 59 x 84 cm.

Digital Products: GIS Data, Web Services, Online Collections

Please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options.

18-02-008
**Syria 1:100,000 Topographic Vector Data**

Soloman Islands: Photomaps

18-02-004
**Soloman Islands Orthophotomap (X011)**
Government of Australia (for Soloman Islands). 1:5,000 or 1:7,500 scale. 27 sheets. Published 2007. In English. Place names overlaid on imagery. Partial country coverage. 78 x 60 cm.
**Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books**

**Featured Title**

18-02-009 | Purchase
---
**Atlas of Land Cover and Institutional Facilities in Bhutan**

A rare work on mapping in Bhutan by the National Land Commission of Bhutan. Over 60 pages of maps as well as administration and institutional facilities, national assembly constituencies, educational centres, health centres, parks, and dzongkhag (administrative district) profiles.

18-02-010 | Purchase
---
**Atlas Argentina 500K**

18-02-011 | Purchase
---
**Changzhou cheng shi di tu ji [City Atlas of Changzhou 常州城市地图集]**

18-02-012 | Purchase
---
**Taehan Min’guk Kukka chidojip I [National Atlas of Korea I 대한민국 국가지도집 I]**

18-02-013 | Purchase
---
**Vipiurin historiallinen kartasto: kaupungin vaiheet keski-ajalta nykypäivään [Vyborg’s Historical Maps: The City’s Phases from the Middle Ages to the Present Day]**

**Trade, Popular and Reference Maps and Atlases**

**Featured Series: The Caribbean by Kasprowski Publisher**

Based on the island of Saint Martin, Kasprowski Publisher specializes in designing and publishing original high-quality maps of popular Caribbean travel destinations that are under-represented on the cartographic market. In most cases, the maps listed below represent the first and only complete road and street map for a given island. Kasprowski continually revises the maps for accuracy and completeness based on their own surveying and official documents from the local governments. The maps are sold folded and are designed for easy opening and refolding.

18-02-014 | Purchase
---
**Anguilla, British West Indies: Road Map with Street Index, Heritage Trails and Diving Sites**
ISBN 9791095793045. 1:25,000 scale. 2013. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-015 | Purchase
---
**Antigua and Barbuda: Road Map with Street Index and Diving Sites**
ISBN 9791095793052. 1:30,000 scale. 2014. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-016 | Purchase
---
**Aruba: Road Map with Street Index, Diving Sites and Biking Trails**
ISBN 9791095793014. 1:28,000 scale. 2016. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-017 | Purchase
---
**Bonaire: Road Map with Street Index, Diving Sites, Biking Trails and Kayaking Trails**
ISBN 9791095793021. 1:40,000 scale. 2016. In English. 1 sheet, 98 x 67 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-018 | Purchase
---
**Caribbean, Central America, Virgin Islands, Bahamas: With Cruise Line Ports of Call**
ISBN 9791095793007. 1:4,000,000 scale. 2016. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95
18-02-019 | Purchase
Collectivité de Saint-Martin: Caraïbes françaises, Caraïbes néerlandaises: plan des rues avec index sentiers de randonnée, pistes cyclables et sites de plongée [Saint Martin: French Caribbean, Dutch Caribbean: Road Map with Street Index, Hiking Trails, Biking Routes and Diving Sites]
ISBN 9791095793144. 1:15,000 scale. 2017. In English and French. 1 sheet, 89 x 103 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-020 | Purchase
Commonwealth of Dominica: Street Map
ISBN 9791095793076. 1:40,000 scale. 2009. In English. 1 sheet, 123 x 74 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-021 | Purchase
Curaçao: Road Map with Street Indexes, Diving Sites, Biking Trails and Hiking Trails
ISBN 9791095793038. 1:55,000 scale. 2016. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-022 | Purchase
Providenciales (Provo), Turks & Caicos Islands: Road Map with Street Index and Diving Sites
ISBN 9791095793069. 1:25,000 scale. 2014. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-023 | Purchase
Saba, Dutch Caribbean: Road Map with Street Index, Hiking Trails and Diving Sites
ISBN 9791095793137. 1:7,000 scale. 2015. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-024 | Purchase
Saint Lucia, Caribbean: Road Map with Place Index, Hiking Trails and Diving Sites
ISBN 9791095793083. 1:45,000 scale. 2013. In English. 1 sheet, 68 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-025 | Purchase
Collectivité de St-Barthélemy : Caraïbes françaises : plan des rues avec index sentiers de randonée et sites de plongée [St. Barth’s, French Caribbean: Street Map with Index, Hiking Trails and Diving Sites]
ISBN 9791095793090. 1:10,000 scale. 2013. In English and French. 1 sheet, 68 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-026 | Purchase
St. Eustatius (Statia), Dutch Caribbean: Road Map with Street Index, Hiking Trails and Diving Sites
ISBN 9791095793106. 1:10,000 scale. 2014. In English. 1 sheet, 89 x 67 cm. Price: $15.95

18-02-027 | Purchase
St. Kitts (St. Christopher) and Nevis: Road Map with Street Index and Diving Sites
ISBN 9791095793113. 1:30,000 scale. 2015. In English. 1 sheet, 67 x 98 cm. Price: $15.95

Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.